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Movement One | Black and Water. Is black water. Biting
and Nails. Is biting nails. Black and Paste. Is black paste.
Black and Mouth. Is black mouth. The mouth is full  of
black water paste. Movement Two | drag drop leg dread.
just is pre-acceleration.  Movement Three | On off chalk.
A spider web (is) writ(h)ing. Light catches Life. Salivation
is pre-speaking. Is salvation trying to speak? Trying to
wipe a mouth? Movement Four | Thinking a feather-light
deliberation. Is a precise protecting of its parameters. Is a
farther  arranging  feathers  in  fingers  for  deliberation?
Movement Five | Hesitation. Sunlight. Bird. Back. Plume.
Fists. Feathers. Burning. Chalk. Hair. Movement Six | Left
bare. Right back.  Movement Seven | The right leg taps
underneath. Slung and Slings. Hinging.  Hugging.  Under.
The  table.  That  old  old  noose.  Movement  Eight  | The
blockages. The clawing walls. The crowing. The deposits
of feather in mouth. The deposit is of feathers with black
mouth. Movement Nine | It is the pains. It is the caves. It
is  because  all  space  has  been  colonised.  Not  only
countries  and  species  and  whole  peoples.  But  each
individual  body  overrun  by  a  ruin  of  crooked  tight
spaces. Movement Ten | aching. Movement Eleven | Chalk
and White and Circle. Is chalk white circle?  Movement
Twelve  | More  flex-able.  Warmth  is  the  answer.
Movement Thirteen | Under Over A Table. Half A Bare
Body Again.  Movement Fourteen | Chalk. Neck. Noose.
White. Toe. Gap. Fall.  Movement Fifteen | Is a scar like
the scratches on a table? Is shaking a sign of a before?
Are places of inflexibility the physicality of fear before
an  eventual  human  care?  Movement  Sixteen  | Stuck.
Movement  Seventeen | The knots  the traumas are  the
nots. The pre's are the foundations of gaps.  Movement
Eighteen | Gaps as in waste.  As in of her waist.  As in
shaving  it  away.  Making  a  feather  spine.  Plucking.
Flapping.  Worrying.  The  trepidation  of  an  incomplete
circle.  Movement  Nineteen  | Napkin.  Head.  Brow.
Movement  Twenty | A cold cloth on the back of neck
stops fainting.  ె
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